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UPCOMING EVENTS
• ADORES energy efficiency Brussels 8-9 February
• Circular economy stakeholder
conference - Brussels 20-21
February
• Smart CE marking - comments
discussion - Brussels 22 February
• Digital construction - Brussels 22
February
• International competitiveness of the
construction sector - Brussels 8
March
• PEF final conference - Brussels 2325 April
• Smart CE marking - official
signature - Brussels 7 May

TWEET OF THE MONTH
How is the EU progressing
when it comes to
#CircularEconomy? 10
indicators now track progress in the
entire loop with data for EU &
Member States. Check out
@EU_Eurostat for more ➡
https://t.co/i9mEdWuiXr
pic.twitter.com/jbr1VQ4F9w

— EU Environment (@EU_ENV)

CPR consultation
The European Commission published a public consultation
on EU rules for products used in the construction of
buildings and infrastructure works. The consultation period
will run until 16th April 2018. The outcome of the action
together with recent reports about the CPR will be the
basis for the proposal of the EC about the future of the
CPR. Consultation link. Read more...

Digital construction
Minister of Economy from Bulgaria Emil Karanikolov will
be keynote speaker in our joint event with FIEC EBC and
CECE: "Construction - Towards an inclusive digital
strategy" during the EU industry days. The event will count
with relevant speakers from the EC (DG Connect and DG
Growth) and a debate with key figures of the industry on
the challenges and opportunities of digitalisation. Agenda
and registration...

Smart Readiness Indicator for
Buildings SRI
Consultants developing the supporting study regarding the
potential setting of SRI for DG Energy are collecting
feedback to the interim report and its annexes until the
16th of February. The final report and impact assessment
will be considered for future policy developments. Read
more…
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Eurostat website on circular
economy
Eurostat, the statistical office of the European Union, has
launched a new website section dedicated to circular
economy reporting all the indicators of the monitoring
framework, updated with latest data, as well as supporting
visualisation tools. Read more…

EU standardisation policy
implementation report
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Report on the actions taken by the Commission in
standardisation including the Joint Initiative on
standardisation and the measures taken to enhance
inclusiveness of the European standardisation system.
Furthermore, the Report includes the action plan agreed
between the ESO and CEN for the timely publication of the
references of the harmonised standards in the official
journal of the EU. Read more…
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Key findings from Raw Materials'
High-Level Steering Group
The European Innovation Partnership on Raw Materials'
High-Level Steering Group provides guidance to the
European Commission, Members States and private
actors on innovative approaches to the challenges related
to raw materials. It adopted a position paper in January
2018. Read more...

Smoke toxicity study
The final report of the "Study to evaluate the need to
regulate within the Framework of Regulation (EU)
305/2011 on the toxicity of smoke produced by
construction products in fires" was published in the EC
website. As leading pan European association for
construction products manufacturers, we provided our
inputs during the development along with other
stakeholders. Read more…
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